Laughing Gas as an American Fundraiser for “Unemployed Veterans” of World War I

Signing his work as “Bill Kenny,” an artist contributed this two-panel cartoon to the back cover of Laughing Gas, an American fundraising pamphlet “Distributed by Unemployed Veterans.” The left panel is captioned “1918—On the Rhine,” and features an American “doughboy” standing guard on the bank of the Rhine River. Following World War I, rampant unemployment among American military veterans spurred Congress to pass the World War Adjusted Compensation Act of 1924. Because the act delayed compensation 11 years, many veterans ended up like our now ex-soldier in the right panel, staring at a sign reading “Help / Wanted / Male.” Captioned “1925—On the Line,” the right panel depicts an unemployed veteran, perhaps one of scores distributing this cartoon’s fundraising pamphlet. (Copyright © the American Society of Anesthesiologists’ Wood Library-Museum of Anesthesiology.)
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